FOOD ON WHEELS: Mobile Vending Goes Mainstream
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Mobile food vending generates approximately $650 million in revenue annually.¹ The industry is projected to account for approximately $2.7 billion in food revenue over the next five years, but unfortunately, most cities are legally ill-equipped to harness this expansion. Many city ordinances were written decades ago, with a different type of mobile food supplier in mind, like ice cream trucks, hot dog carts, sidewalk peddlers, and similar operators. Modern mobile vending is a substantial departure from the vending typically assumed in outdated local regulations. Vendors utilize large vehicles packed with high-tech cooking equipment and sanitation devices to provide sophisticated, safe food usually prepared to order.

Increasingly, city leaders are recognizing that food trucks are here to stay. They also recognize that there is no “one size fits all” prescription for how to most effectively incorporate food trucks into the fabric of a community. With the intent of helping city leaders with this task, this guide examines the following questions: What policy options do local governments have to regulate food trucks? What is the best way to incorporate food trucks into the fabric of a city, taking into account the preferences of all stakeholders?

Thirteen cities of varying size and geographic location were analyzed for this study. Information on vending regulations within each of these cities was collected and analyzed, and supplemented with semi-structured interviews with city staff and food truck vendors.

Based on recurring themes and commonalities, regulations are grouped into four policy areas:

- **Economic activity**: this policy area provides insight into aspects of food truck regulation that could potentially enhance economic development, and looks at specific processes that can be barriers to market entry. Two areas of regulation that impact economic activity - streamlining and permit costs – are examined, with recommendations provided for each.

- **Public space**: mobile vending takes place on both public and private property, but public property presents a unique set of challenges. With the rapid expansion of food trucks, there is increased demand for limited space, which increases the likelihood of conflicting interests and encroaches upon the ability of stakeholders to maximize the advantages that public space can offer. Time constraints, proximity rules, and geographic limitations related to density are examined here, with recommendations provided for each.

- **Public health**: this is one of the most basic concerns regarding mobile vending. All stakeholders realize the need for comprehensive regulations around sanitation and food safety. These issues should be addressed within a regulatory framework that is cost-efficient, thorough, and results in a streamlined process for all stakeholders.

- **Public safety**: public safety is a key reason why many cities began regulating food trucks. Regulations examined here include private property, vending near schools, and pedestrian safety, with recommendations provided for each.
All of the recommendations in this guide include regulatory best practices that are currently in place in the selected cities. These best practices provide a balance of the concerns and interests of the four stakeholder groups identified in this report: (1) mobile vendors (this term is used interchangeably with ‘food truck’ throughout the guide) and food truck/industry associations, (2) restaurants and restaurant associations, (3) the community, and (4) city government.

In addition, five overall recommendations for cities looking to update their regulations for mobile vending are also included:

1. **Hold Town Hall Forums and Private Meetings with Core Stakeholders.**
2. **Encourage Dialogue and the Building of Relationships Among Competing Stakeholders.**
3. **Implement Pilot Programs to Determine What Regulations to Adopt.**
4. **Use Targeted Practices as a Way to Address Underserved Areas of the City.**
5. **Identify Private Vacant Lots and Create Partnerships for Mobile Vendors to Gather and Vend in the Same Location.**

The recommendations included here are intended to be flexible enough to accommodate different circumstances, but logical enough to provide useful guidance to local leaders interested in integrating food trucks into city life for the benefit of both their residents and existing businesses.
Mobile vending has grown considerably in recent years, generating approximately $650 million in revenue annually.² The rapid expansion of mobile vending, or food trucks, is attributed to residents’ desire for quality, value, and speed; an appreciation for fresh, local food; and a preference for small and sustainable business. As such, mobile vending is also commonly used as a means to expand economic opportunity, and enrich communities by improving access to goods and produce not otherwise available through area merchants. The recent recession has also made food trucks an appealing option for hopeful restaurateurs, as they are an easier and more cost-friendly alternative to opening a brick and mortar restaurant. Many entrepreneurs have capitalized on the mobile vending industry, creating opportunities for self-sufficiency and upward mobility.³

The mobile vending industry is on pace to quadruple its revenue stream over the next five years, but unfortunately, most cities are legally ill-equipped to harness this expansion. Many city ordinances were written decades ago, with a different type of mobile food supplier in mind, like ice cream trucks, hot dog carts, sidewalk peddlers, and similar operators.

Modern mobile vending is a substantial departure from the vending typically assumed in outdated local regulations. Vendors utilize large vehicles packed with high-tech cooking equipment and sanitation devices to provide sophisticated, safe food usually prepared to order. Food trucks also take up a significant amount of space, require more safety and health oversight, cater to a different customer than the aforementioned types of mobile vendors, and have a more challenging relationship with brick and mortar restaurants and other vendors.

Advocates of stricter regulations generally assert that mobile vending congests sidewalks and streets, are unsanitary, and diminish urban quality of life. Regulations that currently impede mobile vending operations in U.S. cities commonly include public property bans, restricted zones, proximity bans, and duration restrictions. Supporters tend to argue that food trucks provide affordable, high quality food, rejuvenate public space, and fairly compete with size and open-air limitations. City officials have to balance these interests by regulating food and traffic safety without impeding the creativity and innovation of this popular market, but because the industry is so new, there are few examples of the best ways to amend existing provisions or adopt new laws.

The purpose of this guide is to offer best practices and recommendations to city leaders about how they can most effectively take advantage of the benefits of food trucks, while balancing the need to regulate growth and account for the concerns of key stakeholders: food trucks, restaurants, residents, and city government. It includes an analysis of food truck policies and regulations, specifically as they relate to four policy areas:

- Economic activity
- Public space
- Public health
- Public safety
The guide also includes recommendations on mobile vending policy and regulatory development for cities of all sizes. Using this guide, local leaders will be able to better understand the policy options local governments have for regulating food trucks, and determine the best way to incorporate food trucks into the fabric of a city while taking into account the preferences of all stakeholders.

### Selection of Cities

This guide analyzes mobile vending regulations across 13 cities, based on population density, presence of local food truck industry, and availability of mobile vending regulations. Figure 1 shows the cities that are included in the guide.

Very large cities like New York City and San Francisco were not included on the basis that conclusions drawn from analyzing their regulations would not be generalizable to most other cities.

![Figure 1: Selection of cities](image)

#### Stakeholders and Stakeholder Values

Stakeholders are identified as: (1) mobile vendors (this term is used interchangeably with food trucks here) and food truck/industry associations, (2) restaurants and restaurant associations, (3) the community at large, and (4) city government. For food truck vendors, it is assumed they would prefer an approach of looser regulations, clear, narrowly tailored laws, and streamlined procedures. For restaurants, it is assumed they favor stricter regulations that limit competition from food truck vendors. Although values are likely to vary among different community groups, it is assumed that — in general — community members hold quality of life concerns, including fear of negative spillovers (congestion, noise, pollution, etc.) as primary concerns, but also harbor a strong desire for community vibrancy. At the same time, community members generally prefer more food options to fewer. For city government, balancing the interests of stakeholders is a key priority, but so is a desire for economic vibrancy and revitalization, administrative ease, effective enforcement through regulatory clarity, and options that are budget friendly and cost-effective.
Economic Activity

This policy area provides insight into aspects of food truck regulation that could potentially enhance economic development, and specific processes that can be barriers to market entry. This section covers two topics that impact economic activity - streamlining and cost of permits for food trucks - and explores how these issues impact the various stakeholder groups.

Streamlining

Regulations that dictate how centralized the mobile vending permitting process is can greatly impact mobile vendors’ level of access to a city’s economic activity, as they determine how easy or difficult it is to gain permits and licenses.

Stakeholder Concerns

For food trucks, one of the key objectives is to earn revenue. For brick and mortar restaurants, their goal is the same, and the level of competition food trucks create or are perceived to create can be of concern. For the community and city, creating opportunities for economic development is a key priority because it raises tax revenue, vibrancy, and creates a level of attractiveness for business and residents as well as for the city as a whole.

Having a more centralized process for permitting generally allows vendors greater ease in entering the mobile vending arena by reducing the number of city departments they must interact with and receive
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approval from. Centralizing the process also reduces the number of intra-department communications. A streamlined process benefits both the mobile vendors and city staff directly, as it diminishes the amount of work for each. Although to be fair, it increases the level of work for whichever department is tasked with overseeing mobile vending permitting process. For the community, a centralized process is in their best interest as it helps to create more efficiency, a greater potential for economic development and ultimately, raise more revenue for the city.

Regulatory Trends
The majority of the cities included here do not have a centralized permitting process in place; they use multiple city departments to permit and license various aspects of the mobile vending business. For instance, mobile vendors must apply for and receive a health permit that inspects the sanitation and food safety of a mobile vending vehicle, a traditional business license, and at times a zoning license and a safety permit. Although the number of permits and departments involved may vary, there is a trend of three to five departments and three to five permits that are typically involved in the permitting process for mobile vendors. Three cities use three departments, four use four or more. Only three cities have centralized the process into one city department for all city permits. Although these cities have centralized the part of the permitting process they control, there is still a need for a county health permit.

Recommendation
Making the permitting process more streamlined has positive impacts on both mobile vendors and city staff. Austin and Cincinnati’s streamlined permitting processes can be used as models by other cities looking to implement a more centralized mobile vending permitting process. Austin’s comprehensive set of requirements can be found on the city’s official government website, and contains everything the vendor needs, including:

- Mobile Food Vendor Permit form, including the cost of the permit,
- Checklist of additional permit requirements for mobile vendors (with exact descriptions of what is expected and who to contact if there are any questions),
- Mobile Vending Unit Physical Inspection Checklist (includes 14 requirements ranging from a current license plate to the specifications of the sinks),
- List of mobile food vendor responsibilities, including the signature of the certified food manager/food handler, the responsibilities of the central preparation facility (the commissary), and the restroom facility agreement. 4

Austin’s webpage is clear and concise. It has detachable forms and blank spots for the necessary signatures, with instructions regarding who to contact to obtain those signatures, specifics about the actual schematics of the truck components required for food preparation and handling safety, and perhaps best of all, nowhere does it suggest the reader refer to a subsection of some code or statute not included in the document.

As of January 2013, the Cincinnati Department of Health is solely responsible for the city’s permitting process, application process, and payments associated with the city’s mobile food vending. 5 This change was an effort to streamline the permitting process and give food truck owners a one-stop shop for all their licensing needs.
Cost of Permitting

The actual cost of permitting plays a role in would-be mobile vendors’ decision-making process about whether or not to start a business. One of the most basic barriers to entry for many potential entrepreneurs is start-up costs, which include permitting fees.

Stakeholder Concerns

This issue impacts all stakeholder groups. On the vendor side, high permitting costs can serve as a barrier to entry. On the city government and community side, it can mean either an increase in revenue (from the actual permit) or a decrease in revenue (if cost deters some vendors from applying for a permit[s]). For mobile vendors, their self-interest is to keep the costs of permitting low so that there is an ease of entry into the market. For brick and mortar restaurants that believe mobile vendors are their competition, their interests lie in keeping the costs high enough to keep the number of mobile vendors low. City staff want to keep costs high enough to raise revenue, but low enough to keep the amount of mobile vendors growing. For the community, their interests are much the same as city staff - to find the balance between raising costs enough to maximize fees while not increasing them to the extent that they become a deterrent for mobile vendors.

Regulatory Trends

For the cities included in this guide, the cost of permitting fees ranged from $110 - $1,500 annually. Although the amount of permits required and the cost for each vary depending on the city, the majority of cities fall within either the $150-$400 (five cities) or $1,000+ range (five cities).
**Recommendation**

Permit fees should be high enough to generate revenue that off-sets at least some of the costs produced by the presence of food trucks, but not so high that they discourage potential business owners from entering the market. The actual amount is contextually determined, as budgets and administrative expenses vary depending on the city.

Below are examples of permitting costs in three cities:

- Durham: $75 for a yearly permit (not including health permit costs).
- New Orleans: Annual mobile vending permit fee - $305.25, Occupational license - $150.00, Mayoralty permit - $100.25, Sales tax deposit - $50.00, and Identification card - $5.00, totaling $610.50.
- St. Louis: $500 mobile vending permit fee to the Director of Streets, a $200 licensing fee (and $20 for each employee) to the License Collector, and $130-$310 (depending on type of food served) for a health permit to the Director of Health.
Public Space

Mobile vending takes place on both public and private property, but public property presents a unique set of challenges. Flexible access can lead to over-utilization, which in turn can produce unwanted congestion, pollution, and conflicts between different stakeholders trying to use the space at the same time.6

With the rapid expansion of the food truck scene, there is increased demand for limited space, which increases the likelihood of unwanted externalities and encroaches upon the ability of other stakeholders to maximize the advantages that public space can offer. In most cases, cities are tasked with managing this property, which includes balancing the needs of all interested parties, diminishing negative externalities, and otherwise preserving the integrity of the space. They are also trying to find appropriate ways to address the higher demand.

This section looks at three issues related to public space: time constraints, proximity rules, and geographic limitations related to density. A variety of approaches are recommended for dealing with these issues that balance stakeholder needs and take into account context and other practicalities.

Time Constraints

One set of regulations that impacts the use of public space for mobile vendors is how much time food trucks are allowed to park and vend in one location.
Stakeholder Concerns
Shorter time limits translate to less time for vendors to sell in one spot, which favors competing stakeholders like restaurants, since less time means less competition. Time limitations have both advantages and disadvantages for members of the public - less time means fewer choices for consumers but it also means less congestion and more parking options. For the city, the issue is also a mixed bag. Longer time limits mean vendors are easier to track down, since they are in fewer spots throughout the day. At the same time, longer time limits have the potential to reduce patronage at area restaurants. Moderate time limits, such as four to five hours, are often be the preferred approach for cities, since they usually produce the most balanced results (from a stakeholder perspective).

Regulatory Trends
Most of the cities included in this guide favor moderate or less restrictive parking durations. Five cities have no time limits, while three currently have durations of 45 minutes or less. The rest have provisions of four or five hours. It is worth noting that cities with more restrictive limits often have lax enforcement of these regulations.

Recommendations
Time limits of four hours or longer are recommended. Vendors need approximately one hour to set-up and pack-up once they are done with selling. As a result, anything less than four hours leaves vendors with only one to two hours of actual vending time. Moreover, it is more difficult for city staff to track food trucks for safety or health purposes when they are in several locations throughout the day. However, an unlimited approach may not be feasible in denser regions, where restaurants and other established businesses, pedestrian traffic, and congestion are more significant factors. This four hour or more time limit is included in regulatory amendments and council suggestions of various cities, including Oakland and Durham.

Oakland has a five hour time limit. Originally, the city had a two hour limit for one location. This left little time to actually sell food before having to move again. Vendors complained about the restriction, and were successful in getting it changed to five hours. Originally, Durham had a regulation on the books that required mobile vendors to move 60 feet every 15 minutes. The police did not enforce this provision because the number of trucks was not large enough to create much conflict with other stakeholders. As the number of trucks started to increase in 2010, push back began, particularly among restaurants that insisted the police enforce the 15-minute rule. This prompted the city to consider amending the rules to more effectively address modern vending. The Town Hall meetings on the topic were well attended, not only by key stakeholders but also by members of the public. Durham is a town with strong public support for small businesses, and regulations that would make vending easier were favored. In late 2012, the rules were amended, and included a repeal of the 15-minute provision. No additional time constraints were adopted, and as a result, food trucks can vend in one location for an unlimited amount of time.

Unlike Durham and Oakland, Atlanta’s provision of 30 minutes in no more than two locations per day has not been successfully challenged. Since the 2013 NCAA Final Four basketball game, vending on public property is completely prohibited. Before this, vending in public space was very limited, based on history that dates back to the 1996 Summer Olympics in Atlanta and the more recent contracting
out to a private company the responsibility of mobile vendor management.\textsuperscript{9} Virtually all mobile vending takes place on private property, where the 30-minute rule does not apply.

**Proximity Restrictions**

This refers to regulations that designate a certain amount of distance that must be maintained between food trucks and other establishments, people, or infrastructure. This section is primarily concerned with the distance restrictions between food trucks and restaurants that impact the use of public space. The limits that concern distance from pedestrians or infrastructure are addressed in other parts of this guide. The cities included here have adopted a variety of proximity requirements.

**Stakeholder Concerns**

Greater distance requirements favor restaurants and other established businesses, and are a mixed bag for residents for the same reasons discussed under time constraints. Larger proximity rules disadvantage mobile vendors because it reduces the number of places to sell, particularly where clusters of restaurants exist, which are often denser areas with more pedestrian traffic. Many cities prefer a moderate approach in regards to proximity restrictions, since such regulations usually balance competing stakeholder needs most effectively. Unlike parking, there are no tracking advantages related to distance requirements, but such regulations do impact where vendors conduct their business, which means the city still has to deal with congestion and other spillover concerns, particularly in denser regions.

**Regulatory Trends**

Similar to time constraints, the cities included here have largely moderate or lenient proximity restrictions. Six or seven have either no restrictions or relatively short distances, and four of the cities occupy the middle ground, with 150-200 foot requirements. Only one, New Orleans, has a restriction of 600 feet. New Orleans has a proposal to shorten the distance to 50 feet, but there has been resistance to this proposal from some city council members and the Louisiana Restaurant Association.\textsuperscript{10}

**Recommendations**

Proximity restrictions should be no more than 200 feet at the high end. Density issues may call for a tiered structure, or for abandoning proximity altogether. One of the problems with adopting an explicit distance rule is that a “one size fits all” approach ignores context. Three hundred feet may make sense in less dense areas of a city, but such a distance is impractical in very dense neighborhoods. A city right-of-way, with multiple restaurants on both sides of the street where the distance between each side may be less than 300 feet, makes the area entirely off limits to mobile vending. As such, cities may want to loosen or abandon proximity rules in dense neighborhoods with a great deal of commercial and residential activity. A tiered model, where the distance requirements are shortened for denser neighborhoods and widened for others is also an option.

As the food truck scene has expanded within the last few years in St. Louis, conflicts between restaurants and food trucks have surfaced. In order to quell the rising tension, the St. Louis Department of Streets enacted a 200 foot rule.\textsuperscript{11} Durham has adopted a 50 foot rule.\textsuperscript{12}
Geographic Limitations Associated with Density

Another set of regulations relate to whether vending is permitted in particular segments of public space. Like proximity restrictions, these provisions concern access to fixed locations.

Stakeholder Concerns

Like the above issues, the more restrictive provisions advantage established businesses like restaurants, while working against the interests of food trucks. Constraints on the number of places open for selling tend to be more prevalent in denser areas of cities due to the much greater number of players utilizing the space at the same time. These are usually core downtowns where a large number and variety of established businesses and residences are located in close proximity to each other within a relatively limited area. Again, for cities, moderate approaches are generally the best at balancing stakeholder interests. Like parking durations, tracking issues come up here as well. Limiting vending to certain locations makes it easier for cities to find vendors, but might hinder economic growth and opportunity.

Regulatory Trends

Of the cities included here, most currently embrace a patchwork approach, wherein vending is limited to certain zones, districts, parking spaces, or limits on operation in the Central Business District (CBD). Three have lenient provisions, where few public spaces are off limits, while another three are on the more restrictive side, with outright bans on public space or CBD vending.
Recommendations

The greater the density of the area, the greater the case for more restrictions, but an outright ban on all mobile vending is not suggested unless the circumstances are exceptional. For a city like Durham, heavy-handed zoning constraints make little sense, as the interests of other stakeholders are only modestly compromised compared to denser areas, there are fewer negative spillover threats, city residents are given more choice without substantively higher safety concerns, and vendors are given more flexibility to choose where to operate. As a result, street right-of-ways and core downtown parks are open for vending.13 In denser cities, the compromises that other stakeholders must make and the risk of negative externalities are increased, suggesting a more moderate regulatory framework should be implemented that requires all parties to relinquish some freedoms without entirely excluding them from the space. One option is the approach taken by Denver, where only the densest section of downtown is off limits to food trucks. Vendors are barred from selling in a section of the southwestern corner of downtown, which is roughly seven by nine blocks. Vendors must also maintain a 300 foot distance from all public parks, unless a special event is taking place, and then they must obtain permission from the city to participate.

Another approach is a lottery or first-come, first-serve system that allows a restricted number of parking spaces or sections of right-of-way to be set aside for mobile vending. Las Vegas currently has a pilot program that adopts a version of this (three spaces are being set aside downtown for food trucks only).14 Washington, DC is also in the process of establishing a lottery system to increase efficiency and safety, and to balance the competing needs of residents. There could also be higher permit or parking fees associated with more heavily trafficked areas.

Areas where vending is allowed must be clearly delineated and easy to decipher. Several cities have regulations that make it difficult to easily discern permitted regions from unpermitted ones. Regulations that clearly define permitted areas are needed. Distinctions between public and private regulations should also be clear and transparent. A map that explicitly labels the areas where vendors are allowed to operate would be a helpful tool for all stakeholders.

If the political climate or density issues make it difficult to relax restrictions on public space, cities could consider making private space in less dense areas easier for vendors to access. Atlanta has a unique history that has produced provisions that greatly restrict vending on public property, and most recently, an outright ban by the Mayor Kasim Reed. To alleviate the impact of this restriction on mobile vending, Councilmember Kwanza Hall and others have worked to make vending on private property easier. A provision that originally required food trucks to maintain a distance of 1,500 feet from restaurants when at least two mobile vendors are selling on private property was amended to shorten the distance to 200 feet.15 Trucks have adapted to the ban on public property by moving into private space, and this has kept mobile vending alive in Atlanta.
Public Health

One of the most intrinsic and logical concerns regarding food trucks, and one that has been a basic consideration since their inception, is public health. All stakeholders realize the need to address sanitation and food safety. The role of health departments and commissaries should be continually reevaluated to address these concerns within a regulatory framework that is cost-efficient, thorough but not onerous, and results in a streamlined process with outcomes that provide for the wellbeing of all stakeholders.

Sanitation

Sanitation refers to food trucks’ proper cleaning of preparation utensils and disposal of garbage, wastewater (gray water) and remnants of grease traps. Unlike the variety of procedural approaches taken by cities within the sphere of public space, the guidelines adopted for sanitation tend to be similar across cities.

Atlanta's rules provide a typical example of the sanitation provisions that exist in most cities. Mobile food units must have a trashcan that is at least 30 gallons, and it must be emptied at the commissary. Two sinks are required - a three-compartment equipment sink (for washing dishes, etc.) and another sink for washing hands. A wastewater tank that has a 15 percent larger capacity than the potable water tank is also required. To prevent contamination, the connections for each must be distinguishable, and the wastewater tank must be lower than the potable tank. Atlanta is also typical of many cities in that the health code is state law. As such, cities are unable to craft law; they can only enforce provisions established at the state level.

Recommendation

Cities looking to adopt sanitation regulations for mobile vendors should adhere to the standard requirements in cities with an already established food truck industry. These regulations can be found on almost any city government website; Austin has particularly clear processes. Since many cities are unable to enact their own sanitation laws, they may want to articulate their need and concerns to the state legislature when appropriate.

Food Safety

Not surprisingly, the specifics of food safety do not vary that much from city to city. The guidelines for the cities profiled in this guide are common sense and fairly straightforward.

For example, in Atlanta, mobile vendors are mandated to have a “Certified Food Safety Manager” (CFSM). The CFSM could be the owner or an operator; whoever is selected must complete a food safety-training program and pass a “professionally validated” CFSM exam. The mobile unit must always have a designated Person in Charge (PIC). This will be the CFSM when present. When absent,
the CFSM must designate someone else as the PIC. During Health Authority inspections, the PIC may be asked to demonstrate their “knowledge of foodborne disease prevention,” for example. The Food Code lists a variety of ways this can be shown, such as demonstrating knowledge of how to properly handle food, among other things.  

**Recommendation**

State laws often require mobile vendors to adhere to the same food safety regulations that are applied to brick and mortar restaurants. This is an effective way to promote proper food handling and accountability. Many vendors report that they actually appreciate the standards because they serve to combat the “roach coach” stereotype. Brian Bottger, a food truck vendor in Durham, is one of these operators. He likes that he can confidently tell patrons that his truck is held to the same health standards as restaurants.

**Role of Commissaries**

One of the most promising and more diversified aspects of mobile food vending is the commissary, a food truck “home base” of sorts. Commissaries are fixed location kitchens where food must be prepped before being loaded onto the truck for cooking and selling. They often operate as storage for various ingredients as well.
Stakeholder Concerns
All stakeholders can benefit from the appropriate utilization of commissaries. If more than one truck may operate out of a commissary, city employees, whether collecting licensing and permit documents and fees, or performing routine inspections for maintaining sanitation and public health standards, have fewer places to visit and can more easily streamline their permit review and inspection process.

Food truck owners can reap the benefits of the economies of scale that commissaries provide. Compliance with many of the regulatory burdens food trucks face are less expensive when shared by several owners. Mobile vendors can also be assured that they are doing their due diligence with regards to regulations, which if not properly followed could mean large fines and even the possibility of being shut down. Commissaries provide new vendors with a central facility to get all the information they need to operate. This can save a significant amount of time and cost, especially when city business codes are difficult to track down. They may also benefit by not having to shoulder the full responsibility for compliance; if they sign a contract with a commissary, it may become the commissary operator’s responsibility to see that compliance is achieved.

Commissaries provide brick and mortar restaurant owners with the assurance that food trucks are being held to the same standards and inspections as they are. Lastly, the general public can rest easy knowing that commissaries cut down on the number of unregulated mobile vendors and that health concerns are addressed in a thorough and efficient manner (when considering taxpayer monies spent on health departments).

Regulatory Trends
All of the cities included in this guide have a commissary requirement. Boston requires proof that food trucks are serviced by a mobile food vending commissary and that mobile vendors keep accurate logs indicating that the food truck is serviced at least twice daily by a mobile food commissary for all food, water and supplies, and for all cleaning and servicing operations. In Washington, D.C., all vendors must maintain access to an approved depot location. A copy of the license for the service support facility and/or a recent inspection report is required to be presented. In St. Louis and Denver, trucks must operate from a commissary and report there once a day to clean all supplies and servicing operations.

Recommendations
Mobile vendors should embrace the use of commissaries. It is recommended that cities adopt an approach similar to the ones employed in Austin and Durham, where all food trucks must have a contract with a commissary, but more than one food truck may be associated with a single commissary. Food trucks may also negotiate with restaurants to utilize (and pay) them as places to dispose of waste. These contracts foster a sense of community and keep conflicts to a minimum. In Durham, multiple mobile vendors are also able to use a single commissary.

This approach best satisfies the concerns of all stakeholders. The regulation is not terribly onerous to the food truck operators, but still ensures food safety, which the public and the city may be concerned about. It helps give the impression that food trucks are being held to the same standards, which restaurants appreciate, and makes it easier for local food safety enforcement officials to do their job.
Public Safety

Public safety is a key reason why many cities began regulating food trucks. Issues around public safety include private property, vending near schools, and pedestrian safety.

Private Property

Private property options for mobile vendors create opportunities for businesses to extend their market reach, particularly for denser cities or those with very little public space (consider the Atlanta case discussed under public space). The cities included here have adopted a variety of regulatory models to address private space. In some cases, they practice a more informal approach, allowing food truck operators to gain a private space permit and conduct business without further regulatory strings attached. Others restrict mobile vending operations solely to private property. Equally important are existing zoning codes applied to private property that may or may not be zoned for vending.

Stakeholder Concerns

Standard public safety practices used in other city regulatory affairs (within the realm of private property) ought to lead the dialogue and development of relevant rules that empower proprietors to observe
and enforce appropriate safety measures on their property, and communicate those measures with mobile vendors. For cities, responsibility of property maintenance is lessened and is likely to fall on the shoulders of vendors and property owners, who will determine ways to address sanitation, safety, and property upkeep. Mobile vendors generally appreciate the flexibility that private space has to offer, e.g. fewer time restrictions and less government involvement in their daily operations.

**Regulatory Trends**

When examined through the lens of public safety, the cities selected have adopted a variety of regulatory models to deal with private property. Seven cities had rules regarding private property. Two cities lacked specifics on the issue, perhaps because they do not allow vendors to operate in private space in general. Cities that allow the use of private property for mobile vending have designated specific private zones where food trucks can operate to ensure public safety.

**Recommendations**

The adoption of more lenient regulatory language is generally the preferred approach for food trucks on private property, with the exception of denser regions. Owners of private property have the power to control what takes place on their land, including the ability to exclude whomever they choose. The issue at stake is not how to best balance the needs of various parties that have access to the land, as it is with public space. Instead, the emphasis shifts to reducing any negative externalities that might spillover onto adjacent or neighboring properties, particularly if an owner grants permission to multiple vendors.
As such, a regulatory framework that is generally less restrictive than for public property is appropriate as long as the owners grant permission for their land to be used by mobile vendors. However, since there is a greater danger of negative externalities when private property is located in denser areas, a modestly more regulated structure may be called for within these regions.

In Indianapolis, few regulations limit mobile vending business on private property. While the timeframe for vending on public space is limited to between 10am and 6pm, a business can get a permit for operating on private property and simply park at parking meters for the same rate as personal vehicles. The majority of Portland’s mobile vending occurs on private property, particularly surface parking lots. A zoning permit may be required for development associated with a mobile vending cart, such as changes to an existing parking area, landscaping, and drive-through facilities. Vending carts over 16 feet in length, with or without wheels, are considered Heavy Trucks by the zoning code, and are not allowed in certain zones.

Vending Near Schools

Mobile vendors encounter several public safety issues when deciding to operate near schools. Issues of concern include traffic-related safety, increased chances of interaction with predators that may be waiting for children to step off public property, and whether the food offered by mobile vendors meets school food safety standards.

Stakeholders

Mobile vendors are beginning to recognize the potential opportunity to expand the food options available to local secondary schools and simultaneously capture a new, steady stream of customers, but they may be met with opposition from school administrators and parents who see their presence as a threat to safety and may view their menu options as potentially unhealthy. Cities looking to regulate vending near schools must determine the best precautionary measures in terms of distance requirements that mobile vendors must abide by.

Regulatory Trends

Five of the cities included in the guide have regulations around vending near schools. The regulations emphasized specific distances from schools that are intended to keep students from venturing off campus to patronize mobile vendors, and maintain safety standards for neighboring schools and communities. All other cities have no specific rules around this, perhaps indicating that this is not an issue in their jurisdictions.

Recommendations

Restrictions on operating during school hours are recommended, and mobile vendors should be required to maintain farther proximity from schools compared to restaurants, keeping density in mind. The time restriction is mostly a health-related issue, while the proximity suggestion is largely motivated by safety concerns. The framing of regulations surrounding mobile vendors and schools should be focused on protecting children during school operating hours. This approach keeps vendors from selling to students without adult supervision, but still allows them to benefit from afterschool activities.
such as games, competitions, and concerts, where adults are more likely to influence food consumption decisions. However, proximity requirements should not handicap vendors in denser areas from selling in viable spaces that happen to be closer to schools.

In Indianapolis, vendors are prohibited from operating within a distance of 1,000 feet (roughly 0.2 miles) of any part of a public or private grade or junior high school grounds while school is in session. In Durham, a special temporary permit can be obtained for mobile vendors to operate at non-profit or civic events held on public property such as a school.

School districts that want to expand their food options, but wish to do so with minimal budgetary impact should work with city officials to create school vending permits for a limited number of vendors. Designated curb-side parking (which is not adjacent to a main road) could reduce many public safety concerns, particularly if students are generally allowed to roam the school parking lot where the trucks would operate. As long as they continue to comply with the city’s food safety standards, this could be a viable option for city and school officials.

**Pedestrian Safety**

Mobile vendors move from location to location, coming in close contact with pedestrians at intersections and street corners every day. While some city ordinances have distance-from-pedestrian/sidewalk requirements (e.g. Durham has a 4-foot rule), the majority of the cities examined here have no such language in their regulations. Pedestrian safety may be part of a broader regulatory approach in many cities, but that focus often lacks emphasis or enforcement for mobile vendors (although it may be taken up in other sections of city ordinances). Pedestrian and intersection safety measures be included in food truck regulations, as they affect all potential food truck patrons.
Additional Recommendations

In addition to the recommendations included under each policy area, there are other, more general recommendations to help cities adopt new vending policies, amend existing policies, build stakeholder collaboration, and harness the potential for economic growth through the mobile food industry. Five of these recommendations are discussed in detail below:

1. **Hold Town Hall Forums and Private Meetings with Core Stakeholders.**

   Durham decided to embrace a very inclusive approach to their ordinance restructuring. The city brainstormed initial ideas internally then presented the draft suggestions to the public for feedback. They also had private meetings with individual stakeholders to allow them to speak freely without fear of backlash. This tactic was particularly useful for restaurants in a food truck friendly city like Durham. Any fears they may have been afraid to share in Town Hall meetings could still be articulated to decision-makers. The weight of opinion worked against restaurants in this context, but they were still brought to the table.

2. **Encourage Dialogue and the Building of Relationships Among Competing Stakeholders.**

   Cities should look for ways to encourage relationships between the various stakeholders. At the heart of proximity rules are concerns that restaurants (and other established businesses) have about unfair competition. They pay expensive monthly rents and property taxes, but they are also engaged with the community. Because they are stationary, most restaurants see themselves as part of the community fabric. They create employment opportunities and care about neighborhood safety and aesthetics. Some view mobile vendors as profit-driven, fly-by-night operators with few or no ties to the community. Conversely, mobile vendors often feel that restaurateurs are fearful of innovation in food culture.

   Collaboration between these stakeholders is something to strive toward, and cities can play an important role in spearheading dialogue between these groups. Conferences, forums, or meetings could be called with stakeholders from both sides invited to the table in a spirit of cooperation, with the intent of encouraging them to see each other as collaborators rather than competitors more often than they currently do. It could also encourage voluntary compromise help craft solutions that balance the needs and concerns of both parties. Cincinnati has achieved this, to some degree. Food Truck Alliance President Matt Kornmeyer explained that food trucks in the city, voluntarily maintain a 100-foot distance from neighboring restaurants as a sign of respect to brick and mortars, and as a preparatory measure. 25

3. **Implement Pilot Programs to Determine What Regulations to Adopt.**

   Pilot programs are flexible, encourage innovation, and can help uncover and address issues unique to particular communities. They are usually implemented on a small scale, so they do not create a sudden, large burden on an already existing network, and they provide insight that can inform the decision-making process before regulations are made into law. Their flexibility and emphasis on experimentation make them an especially useful tool for new industries. Pilot programs are being used in a variety of cities, including Oakland, and are recommended for cities with a relatively new food truck scene or a rapidly expanding one.
In 2001, the Oakland City Council created the Pushcart and Vehicular Food Vending Pilot Programs.26 The pilot program was created to promote the health, safety, comfort, convenience, prosperity, and general welfare by requiring that new and existing pushcart food vendors provide residents and customers with a minimum level of cleanliness, quality and safety.27 This program issued 60 permits and required a 10-step validation process, including a complete application, proof of Business Tax Certificate, and a photocopy of a valid driver’s license.28 The program restricted the use of these permits to centralized districts because of the added desire to infuse economic development into the city.29 This pilot program is still active.

4. Use Targeted Practices as a Way to Address Underserved Areas of the City.

The issue of food accessibility has been linked to poverty, decreased public health, and quality of life.30 Moreover, in recent years, food deserts have become an issue of public concern. Although the cities included here are not directly using mobile vending to combat food deserts, some are employing a targeted strategy to get food trucks into various areas of their cities, outside of the core downtown districts, some of which are underserved by brick and mortar restaurants.

Initially, the 2012 Cincinnati City Council approved an ordinance that declared a mobile vendor could not sell food on the curbside or right-of-way. Now, seven zones exist in strategic places around the city, up from four in 2011 per the recommendation of the Department of Community Development.31
Denver has actively considered several issues that might impact or encourage economic development. These include whether food truck clustering could be used to combat food deserts, the ability of food trucks to activate underutilized space (like surface parking lots), and food trucks as restaurant incubators in underserved areas.  

5. Identify Private Vacant Lots and Create Partnerships for Mobile Vendors to Gather and Vend in the Same Location.

The use of private space has been used to create several food truck centers that increase economic activity in various West Coast cities. For example, Portland is known as the food truck capital of the world. This type of clustering can create hot spots for loyal customers, as well as an opportunity for mobile vendors to gain new clients. For city government, it can create an ease of regulation and enforcement by focusing attention and resources on specific parts of the city.

While Portland has a number of the more traditional mobile food trucks around the city, the majority of their mobile vending occurs on private property, particularly surface parking lots and vacant lots. Portland uses food truck centers to create economic vibrancy within various parts of the city. In 2009, the city proposed the use of vacant lots as pods, or areas for food trucks to cluster. The idea was to use vacant lots as catalysts for economic development, deterring blight and encouraging vibrancy in the process. It is important to note that while many of the food trucks (what they refer to as food carts) are mobile, the city has several stationary mobile units. These units are moveable, but primarily remain on private property. Many of the pods are hosts to more permanent vending units, particularly in downtown. They are still classified as mobile though because as long as the food carts are on wheels, they are considered vehicles in the eyes of the law, and are therefore exempt from the building code.

Atlanta often uses private surface parking lots to encourage mobile selling. Atlanta has also had a very active and successful food truck association, the Atlanta Street Food Coalition, which does an admirable job mobilizing vendors and keeping public and private partners informed.
Mobile vending is not just a passing fad. However, it is important to recognize that there is no one size fits all prescription for how best to incorporate food trucks into the fabric of a community. Many characteristics contribute to the complexity and vibrancy of a city, including political climate, state laws, demographics, and the existing restaurant industry. With this in mind, the recommendations included here are intended to be flexible enough to accommodate different circumstances, but logical enough to provide useful guidance. They can serve as a road map that will help cities establish a regulatory framework best suited to their unique circumstances and that takes into account the whole spectrum of stakeholder needs and concerns.
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Appendix

Selection of Cities

This report analyzes mobile vending regulations across a range of cities. First, cities with existing food truck industries (51 in total) were identified, based on information from the Washington, DC Department of Transportation (DDOT). Each city's context and food truck policy/regulatory environment was reviewed, and data was gathered on each city's region, population density, level of the local food truck industry, and availability of mobile vending regulations. The 51 cities were stratified into three groups based on population density. Specifically, we developed a three-tiered density structure in which cities were classified as:

- Low density (cities as those with a density range of 3,500 persons per square mile (ppsm) and below)
- Moderate density, (cities with 3,501-7000 ppsm)
- High population densities (cities with 7,001 ppsm and above)

Ultimately, the sample of cities drawn ranges in population size from 279,641 (Durham) to 827,609 (Indianapolis), in density from 936 ppsm (Durham) to 12,793 ppsm (Boston). Very large cities like New York City (27,000 ppsm) and San Francisco (17,000 ppsm) were not included on the basis that conclusions drawn from analyzing their regulations would not be generalizable to most other cities.

Between three and five cities from each population density tier were selected for a total of 13 cities. The selection process focused on cities with a food truck presence, then cities were divided into geographic regions, and several cities were chosen from those regions. Context and background were also taken into account. That is, cities with mobile vending regulations and histories that insufficiently highlighted particularly noteworthy regulatory conflicts or solutions were ruled out in favor of those that lent themselves better to examination of recurring themes and common pitfalls.

With such an approach, it is possible that a city regulation that was uniquely innovative or informative in was in some way was overlooked. The low, medium and high density methodological structure, paired with the regional breakdown, is an attempt to minimize this risk.
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